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description 

lackground  of  the  invention 
The  present  invention  relates  to  a  semiconduc- 

or  memory  device,  and  more  particularly,  to  a 
lecoder  circuit  in  the  memory  device. 

The  storage  capacity  of  semiconductor  memory 
levices  becomes  greater  and  greater,  and  efforts 
ire  being  made  to  increase  the  integration  density 
)f  the  integrated  circuit  chip  without  increasing  the 
ship  area  through  the  development  of  techniques 
)f  miniaturizing  functional  elements,  wiring  and 
10  forth. 

It  is,  however,  apparent  from  practical 
jxperiences  that  an  increase  in  the  storage 
:apacity  inevitably  causes  an  increase  in  chip  area. 
Dwing  to  the  miniaturization  and  the  increase  in 
he  chip  area,  the  chip  yield  of  the  memory  device 
las  been  remarkably  reduced.  A  considerable 
lumber  of  defects  in  the  semiconductor  memory 
device  which  cause  the  chip  yield  reduction  are 
attributable  to  the  failure  of  memory  cells  of  bits 
which  account  for  not  larger  than  1  %  of  the  whole 
nemory  bits,  such  as  the  failure  of  one  to  several 
aits  or  the  failure  of  one  to  several  words. 

As  measures  to  save  such  a  failure,  there  are 
<nown  a  redundancy  arrangement  that  a  chip  is 
provided  with  a  spare  memory  array  for  replacing 
any  defective  bits  thereby,  and  a  method  (mostly 
good)  that  utilizes  the  greater  part  of  operative  bits 
with  eliminating  some  defective  bits.  The  conven- 
tional  memory,  however,  cannot  efficiently  realize 
the  above-mentioned  saving  methods.  The 
reasons  for  this  are  attributable  to  various  restric- 
tions  imposed  for  attaining  a  memory  of  the  great 
storage  capacity. 

First  of  all,  one-transistor  type  cells  are  usually 
employed  for  such  a  large-capacity  memory,  and 
the  area  per  bit  is  small  in  this  case.  However,  the 
cells  are  of  dynamic  type,  and  hence,  the  written 
information  disappears  when  a  predetermined 
time  has  elapsed.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to 
execute  a  rewriting  cycle  called  "refreshing" 
within  this  time.  In  this  refreshing  cycle,  by 
accessing  one  word  line  of  a  memory  matrix,  all 
the  memory  cells  connected  to  the  one  word  line 
are  simultaneously  refreshed.  For  example,  a 
dynamic  memory  of  1  6  K  bits  has  a  memory  matrix 
constituted  by  128  rows  by  128  columns.  In  the 
refreshing  cycle,  the  rows  of  the  matrix  are 
accessed  one  by  one,  and  all  the  bits  of  the 
memory  matrix  are  refreshed  by  128  accesses  the 
total.  During  this  refreshing  cycle,  the  other  bits 
cannot  be  accessed.  Therefore,  the  dynamic 
memory  is  required  to  hold  down  the  number  of 
refreshing  cycles,  i.e.,  the  number  of  rows  of  the 
memory  matrix  to  a  value  smaller  than  a  predeter- 
mined  value.  For  example,  in  a  memory  of  64  K 
bits,  a  memory  matrix  of  128  rows  by  512  columns 
is  constituted  to  prevent  any  increase  in  number  of 
refreshing  cycles.  In  orderto  prevent  the  chipfrom 
taking  long  and  narrow  shape  in  the  row  direction 
owing  to  the  above  arrangement,  such  an  arrange- 
ment  is  employed  that  the  memory  matrix  is 
divided  into  two  parallel  arrays  each  having  128 

rows  by  zbo  columns,  ana  eacn  array  is  proviaea 
with  row  decoders  so  that  the  512  (256x2)  cells  in 
the  both  arrays  are  simultaneously  refreshed  by 
selecting  one  row  in  each  array. 

;  Moreover,  one-transistor  type  cells  have  been 
becoming  smaller  in  size  in  proportion  to  the 
increase  have  been  in  the  storage  capacity,  and 
hence  there  occurred  a  restriction  due  to  the  fact 
that  layout  pitches  of  decoders  are  larger  than  that 

o  of  cells.  More  specifically,  since  it  is  impossible  to 
dispose  one  decoder  and  one  word  line  in  the 
same  direction,  one  decoder  is  allotted  to  a 
plurality  of  word  lines  through  a  plurality  of 
switches,  respectively,  and  only  one  of  these  word 

5  lines  is  brought  to  the  selection  level  by  energizing 
one  of  these  switches,  thereby  to  solve  the 
problem  of  the  pitch  difference. 

For  example,  in  an  RAM  of  16  K  bits,  two  word 
lines  are  connected  to  one  decoder  through  two 

>o  switches,  respectively,  and  in  an  RAM  of  64  K  bits 
four  word  lines  are  connected  to  one  decoder 
through  four  switches,  respectively.  When  a  plu- 
rality  of  word  lines  are  led  out  from  one  decoder, 
the  conventional  physical  arrangement  of  word 

?5  lines  on  a  memory  matrix  is  such  that  the  word 
lines  coming  out  of  the  same  decoder  are  adjacent 
to  each  other.  Such  an  arrangement  offers  a 
disadvantage  in  manufacturing  a  memory  having 
the  above-mentioned  redundancy  circuits  or  a 

?o  memory  adopting  the  Mostly  good  method. 
There  is  an  unignorable  amount  of  failure  due  to 

short  circuits  between  the  adjacent  word  lines  in  a 
defective  mode  in  which  some  memory  cells  are 
defective.  In  such  a  defective  mode,  the  conven- 

35  tional  arrangement  unfavorably  causes  a  large 
number  of  word  line  failures.  If  it  is  considered  that 
short  circuits  occur  with  an  equal  probability 
between  all  the  adjacent  word  lines,  in  the  above- 
mentioned  RAM  of  64  K  bits,  for  example,  3/4  of  the 

40  short  circuits  occur  between  the  adjacent  word 
lines  connected  to  the  same  decoder.  In  such  a 
case,  when  either  one  of  the  adjacent  word  lines 
short-circuiting  with  each  other  in  one  array  is  in 
the  selective  state,  the  other  word  line  short- 

45  circuiting  with  the  one  word  line  is  simultaneously 
brought  into  the  selective  state.  At  this  time,  a 
current  undesirably  flows  between  two  switches 
connected  between  these  two  word  lines  and  the 
decoder,  respectively,  so  that  two  control  signal 

so  lines  for  selectively  driving  the  two  switches  are 
simultaneously  energized.  Accordingly,  at  this 
time,  also  in  the  other  array,  two  of  four  word  lines 
connected  to  a  selected  decoder  are  erroneously 
selected  at  the  same  time.  As  a  result,  four  word 

55  lines  in  total  are  brought  into  the  selective  state. 
Thus,  the  failure  of  one  pair  of  word  lines  accom- 
panys  the  failure  of  another  pair  of  word  lines 
disadvantageously.  For  this  reason,  it  is  impos- 
sible  to  electrically  find  out  the  two  word  lines 

60  short-circuiting  with  each  otherfromthefourword 
lines.  Accordingly,  these  two  pairs  of  word  lines 
must  be  replaced  with  two  pairs  of  redundancy 
circuits,  and  therefore,  the  conventional  method  is 
not  efficient. 
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ummary  of  the  invention 
It  is  an  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a 

lemory  device  having  no  possibility  that  any 
hort  circuit  betweent  the  adjacent  word  lines 
lay  cause  a  malfunction  of  other  normal  word 
nes. 
It  is  another  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a 

lemory  device  high  in  both  yield  and  economy. 
According  to  the  present  invention  as  subject 

natter  of  claim  1,  a  plurality  of  word  lines  are 
Hotted  to  each  decoder  in  common,  and  adjacent 
vord  lines  on  the  memory  matrix  are  connected 
a  different  decoders,  respectively. 
With  such  an  arrangement  that  the  adjacent 

i/vo  word  lines  are  connected  to  different 
lecoders,  there  is  no  possibility  that  two  switches 
onnected  between  the  two  adjacent  word  lines 
md  the  two  different  decoders,  respectively,  may 
>e  simultaneously  driven  by  a  decoder  output. 
:or  this  reason,  no  current  will  flow  between 
election  signal  lines  for  controlling  the  operation 
>f  the  respective  switches,  so  that  there  is  no 
jossibility  of  impairing  the  independency  of  the 
:urrent  flowing  through  each  selection  signal  line. 
Accordingly,  any  short  circuit  between  the  adja- 
;ent  word  lines  will  not  cause  a  malfunction  of 
rther  normal  word  lines.  Thus,  if  there  is  a  failure 
)f  a  word  line,  the  adverse  effect  of  the  failure  can 
je  minimized,  so  that  it  is  possible  to  easily  and 
sconomically  realize  a  memory  device  by  employ- 
ng  only  a  normal  region  in  the  memory  matrix  or 
jy  a  replacing  only  the  defective  region  with  a 
;pare  region. 

3rief  description  of  the  drawings: 
Fig.  1  shows  a  general  memory  cell  arrange- 

ment  of  a  large-capacity  memory; 
Fig.  2  shows  an  arrangement  of  word  lines  and 

decoders  in  a  conventional  memory  matrix;  and 
Fig.  3  shows  an  essential  part  of  a  memory 

matrix  in  accordance  with  an  embodiment  of  the 
invention. 

m 
Description  of  the  preferred  embodiment: 

The  memory  matrix  arrangement  of  a  general 
large-capacity  memory  will  be  described  here- 
inunder  with  referecne  to  Fig.  1.  In  the  following 
description,  a  memory  of  64  K  bits  is  taken  as  an 
example. 

Referring  to  Fig.  1,  each  of  memory  arrays  101, 
and  102  has  a  capacity  of  32  K  bits  constituted  128 
rows  by  256  columns,  and  the  memory  arrays  101 
and  102  are  provided  with  row  selection  circuits 
103  and  104,  respectively.  When  the  memory  is 
accessed  or  refreshed,  each  of  the  row  selection 
circuits  103  and  104  selects  one  word  line  of  each 
array  to  select  and  refresh  256  cells  simul- 
taneously  thereby  to  refresh  512  (256x2)  cells  as 
a  whole.  By  the  way,  since  the  one-transistor  cell 
is  now  small  in  size,  there  is  a  restriction  due  to 
the  fact  that  decoders  are  larger  in  pitch  than 
cells.  More  specifically,  since  it  is  impossible  to 
dispose  one  decoder  and  one  word  line  in  the 
same  line,  one  decoder  is  allotted  to  a  plurality  of 
word  lines,  and  the  arrangement  is  such  that  only 

one  OTinese  wora  lines  is  uruuyiu  iu  mc  micuium 
level,  thereby  to  solve  the  problem  of  the  pitch 
difference. 

An  example  of  the  arrangement  of  decoders 
;  and  word  lines  in  a  memory  of  64  K  is  shown  in 

Fig.  2.  The  row  selection  circuit  103  shown  in  Fig. 
1  is  constituted  by  a  plurality  of  row  selection  unit 
circuits  D01,  D02...,  and  the  row  selection  circuit 
104  shown  in  Fig.  1  is  similarly  constituted  by  a 

o  plurality  of  row  selection  unit  circuits  D11...NOR 
gates  B„i  to  Bn  in  the  respective  selection  unit 
circuits  constitute  decoders,  respectively.  To  each 
NOR  gate,  true  _and  complementary  address 
signals  Ao/A0...A,/Ai...  are  fed  in  a  predetermined 

5  combination  to  determine  the  selection  of  the  unit 
circuits  D01  to  Dn....  In  this  case,  the  decoder 
circuit  (NOR)  B01  associated  with  the  cell  matrix 
101  and  the  decoder  circuit  Bn  associated  with 
the  cell  matrix  102  have  the  same  combination  of 

o  address  signals.  These  corresponding  decoder 
circuits  constituted  by  NORs,  respectively,  are 
selected  by  the  same  address  inputs  to  select  the 
memory  matrixes  101  and  102  each  having  a 
memory  capacity  of  32  K  bits,  respectively.  As  a 

■5  matter  of  course,  other  decoder  circuits  B02 
similarly  has  the  corresponding  decoder  circuit 
associated  with  the  matrix  102.  Transistors  Q1011 
to  Q1in4  are  driving  transistors  which  are  turned 
ON  and  OFF  according  to  the  "1"  and  "0"  state  of 

to  nodes  N01  to  N11f  respectively.  When  the  tran- 
sistors  are  OFF,  word  lines  WLon  to  WL114  con- 
nected  to  the  respective  transistors  are  in  the  "0" 
states  of  selection  signals  0A-,  to  <)>A4  are  applied 
to  the  word  lines  WLon  to  WL114,  respectively. 

?5  Only  one  of  the  selection  signals  (pA-t  to  ct>A4  is 
"1",  while  the  others  are  "0".  Transistors  Q20n  to 
O-2114  are  decoupling  transistors  which  have  a 
signal  (|>D  fed  to  their  gates  to  apply  the  states  of 
the  nodes  N01  to  Nu  to  the  driving  transistors 

to  Q1011  to  Qiii4<  respectively.  For  example,  if  the 
decoder  circuit  B01  is  selected  and  the  decoder 
circuit  Bn  is  also  selected,  the  transistors  Q10n  to 
Qioi4.  O-1111  to  O-1114  are  ON,  and  one  of  the 
selection  signals  <|>ai  to  $A4  is  brought  to  the  "1" 

45  level,  while  the  other  signals  are  maintained  at 
the  "0"  level.  For  example,  if  the  signal  $M  is  at 
the  "1"  level,  each  of  two  word  lines  WLo14  and 
WLm  is  brought  to  the  "1"  level  to  read  out  256 
bits,  respectively.  When  a  plurality  of  word  lines 

50  are  led  out  from  one  decoder,  the  conventional 
physical  arrangement  of  word  lines  on  a  memory 
matrix  is  such  that  the  word  lines  coming  out  of 
the  same  decoder  are  arranged  adjacent  to  each 
other.  Such  an  arrangement  causes  a  dis- 

ss  advantage  in  manufacturing  a  memory  having 
the  above-mentioned  redundancy  circuit  or  a 
"Mostly  good"  memory. 

There  is  an  unignorable  amount  of  failure  due 
to  short  circuits  between  the  adjacent  word  lines 

60  in  a  defective  mode  in  which  some  memory  ceils 
are  defective.  In  such  a  defective  mode,  the 
conventional  arrangement  causes  a  needlessly 
large  number  of  word  line  failures.  It  is  natural  to 
consider  that  short  circuits  between  the  adjacent 

65  word  lines  have  an  equal  probability  between  all 
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the  adjacent  word  lines.  If  it  is  assumed  that  short 
circuits  occur  with  an  equal  probability,  it  is 
obvious  that,  in  the  conventional  arrangement,  3/ 
4  of  the  short  circuits  occur  between  the  adjacent 
four  word  lines  led  out  from  the  same  decoder. 
Assuming  now  that  there  is  such  a  short  circuit 
SA  between  the  word  lines  WLo13  and  WLo14, 
when  the  word  lines  WLo13  is  selected,  the  node 
N01  is  at  the  "1"  level,  so  that  the  transistors  Q10n 
to  Q1014  are  ON.  Whle  the  word  line  WL113  is 
similarly  selected,  and  hence  the  transistors  Qni1 
to  Q1114  are  also  ON.  Then,  the  word  lines  WLo13 
and  QLoi4  are  short-circuiting  with  each  other, 
because  the  signal  $A3  is  undesirably  connected 
to  the  signal  <j>A4  via  the  transistor  Q1013—  the  word 
line  WL013  —  the  word  line  WL014—  -  the  transistor 
Q1014.  Consequently,  the  level  of  the  signal  $A3  is 
lowered,  while  the  signal  $A4  is  raised,  undesir- 
ably.  Accordingly,  signals  having  correct  levels 
are  not  fed  to  the  other  pair  of  word  lines  WL113 
and  WL114/  respectively.  Hence,  even  cells  con- 
nected  to  the  word  lines  WL113  and  WL114  are 
judged  to  be  defective.  The  similar  problem  is 
encountered  also  when  other  word  line  WLo14  is 
selected.  In  saving  such  a  defective  mode  with 
redundancy  circuits,  it  is  impossible  to  decide 
which  is  defective,  one  pair  of  word  lines  WLq13 
and  WL014  or  the  other  pair  of  word  lines  WL113 
and  WL114.  Even  if  possible,  since  the  ON/OFF 
states  of  the  two  transistors  Q10i3  and  Q10i4  are 
determined  according  to  the  state  of  the  mode 
N01,  it  is  not  possible  to  turn  ON  one  of  the 
transistors  and  turn  OFF  the  other.  Accordingly, 
two  pairs  of  redundancy  circuits  are  required  to 
save  this  defective  mode.  Also  in  a  "Mostly  good" 
memory  device,  as  a  matter  of  course,  the  failure 
of  one  pair  of  word  lines  is  judged  to  be  the  failure 
of  two  pairs  of  word  lines.  Therefore,  such  a 
saving  method  cannot  be  much  effectively 
employed. 

The  invention  is  now  described  through  an 
embodiment. 

An  embodiment  of  the  invention  will  be 
explained  hereinunder  with  reference  to  Fig.  3. 
The  same  elements  or  portions  in  Fig.  3  as  those 
in  Fig.  2  are  denoted  by  the  same  reference 
numerals.  The  cell  array  101  is  constituted  by 
memory  cells  each  composed  of  a  transistor  QM 
and  a  capacitor  CM  which  is  disposed  at  the 
intersections  between  word  lines  and  bit  lines 
BLqu....  The  cell  array  102  is  similarly  constituted. 

In  this  embodiment,  the  four  word  lines  WLon 
to  WLo14  and  the  four  word  lines  WL02i  to  WLo24 
connected  to  the  two  adjacent  unit  circuits  D01 
and  D02  in  Fig.  2,  respectively,  are  alternately 
arranged  to  form  a  unit  circuit  D01+D02.  More 
specifically,  in  a  selection  circuit  103'  corre- 
sponding  to  the  selection  circuit  103  in  Fig.  1,  the 
decoupling  transistors  Q20n  to  Q2014  and  driving 
transistors  Q10n  to  Qim4  which  are  connected  to 
the  decoder  B01  and  the  decoupling  transistors 
Q2021  to  Q2024  and  driving  transistors  Q102i  to  Q1024 
which  are  connected  to  the  decoder  B02  are 
alternately  arranged. 

With  respect  to  every  two  adjacent  unit  circuits 

(not  shown)  subsequent  to  the  unit  circuits  D01 
and  D02  in  Fig.  2,  similarly,  the  decoupling  tran- 
sistors  and  driving  transistors  and  those  which 
are  connected  to  two  decoders,  respectively,  are 

5  alternately  arranged,  and  a  word  line  is  led  out 
from  each  driving  transistor. 

Also  in  a  selection  circuit  104'  corresponding  to 
the  selection  circuit  104  in  Fig.  1,  the  decoupling 
transistors  Q2111  to  Q2114  and  driving  transistors 

70  Qt111  to  Qn14  which  are  connected  to  the  decoder 
Bn  as  well  as  the  word  lines  WLm  to  WL114  which 
are  connected  to  these  driving  transistors  Qnn  to 
Qnu,  and  the  decoupling  transistors  Q2121  to  Q2124 
and  driving  transistors  Qn2i  to  Qn24  which  are 

15  connected  to  the  decoder  B12  as  well  as  the  word 
lines  WL121  to  WL124  which  are  connected  to  these 
driving  transistors  Q112i  to  Q1124  and  alternately 
arranged. 

In  this  case,  each  of  the  decoders  B0i  and 
20  B02...in  the  selection  circuit  103'  and  the  corre- 

sponding  one  of  the  decoders  Bn  and  B12...  in  the 
selection  circuit  104'  have  the  same  address 
inputs  fed  thereinto,  i.e.,  the  combination  of  A,/A, 
so  as  to  perform  the  same  operation.  For 

25  example,  when  the  decoder  B01  is  in  the  selective 
state,  the  decoder  B1n  is  also  in  the  selective  state. 

The  operation  of  the  memory  device  is  as 
follows.  After  the  state  of  each  decoder  is  estab- 
lished,  the  control  signal  (p0  is  brought  to  the  "1" 

30  level  to  turn  ON  each  decoupling  transistor 
thereby  to  transmit  the  output  of  each  decoder  to 
the  gates  of  the  corresopnding  driving  transistors. 
Then,  by  two  bits  of  address  signals,  one  of  the 
selection  driving  signals  <pM  to  <t>A4  is  brought  to 

35  the  "1"  level,  while  the  others  are  maintained  at 
the  "0"  level,  so  that  one  word  line  is  selected  in 
each  of  the  two  memory  arrays  101  and  102. 

If  there  is  a  short  circuit  SB  between  two 
adjacent  word  lines  WL0i3  and  WLo23  in  the  array 

40  101,  when  the  word  line  WI_o13  is  selected,  the 
transistor  Q1013  is  ON,  but  the  transistors 023  IS 
OFF.  Therefore,  no  current  will  flow  between  the 
selection  signals  <pM  and  o>A4.  Hence,  there  is  no 
possibility  of  any  undesirable  lowering  of  the 

45  .  signal  <pM  and  any  undesirable  rise  of  the  signal 
(J)A4.  In  consequence,  there  is  no  adverse  effect  on 
the  other  word  lines  of  the  array  102  connected  to 
the  selection  circuit  104'  which  are  simul- 
taneously  selected,  so  that  the  number  of  word 

50  lines  judged  to  be  defective  is  prevented  from 
becoming  larger  than  two.  Further,  in  case  of 
employing  redundancy  circuits,  it  is  only 
necessary  to  replace  either  one  of  the  word  lines 
WL1013  and  WL1023.  Accordingly,  redundancy  cir- 

55  cuits  can  be  effectively  utilized. 
Moreover,  in  the  embodiment  of  the  invention, 

the  selection  signals  from  the  decoders  B01,  B02 
are  fed  into  the  adjacent  driving  transistors  Q10iv 
Q-,021....  Therefore,  for  example,  drain  regions 

60  D1011  and  D10i2  of  the  transistors  Q10n  and  Q102i 
can  be  made  common  to  each  other,  and  only  one 
contact  is  required  for  the  signal  tyM,  so  that  it  is 
possible  to  make  the  chip  area  small  than  that  of 
the  conventional  memory  device. 

65  Although  in  the  described  embodiment  one 
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ecoder  determines  the  selection  ot  tour  wora 
nes,  it  is  obvious  that  the  invention  is  effective 
jr  the  case  where  the  number  of  word  lines 
Hotted  to  the  same  decoder  is  plural. 
Moreover,  although  in  the  above  embodiment,  5 

/ith  respect  to  every  two  decoders,  the  word 
nes  connected  to  these  two  decoders  are  alter- 
ately  arranged,  it  is  also  possible  to  alternately 
rrange  word  lines  WLA1...,  WLB1.--#  WLC1.-./ 
Yhich  are  connected  to  three  or  more  decoders  10 
)A,  DB,  Dc...,  respectively,  as  follows: 

WLA1  -  WLB1  -  WLci  -  WLA2-  WLB2-  WLC2.... 

ilaims  15 

1.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  comprising 
i  plurality  of  word  lines  (WL011—  WL014, 
VL021—  WL024),  a  plurality  of  bit  lines  (BL011),  a 
)lurality  of  memory  cells  (QM,  CM),  coupled  to  20 
;aid  word  lines  and  said  bit  lines,  a  plurality  of 
selection  terminals  (c(>A1—  $A4),  a  plurality  of 
decoding  circuits  (B01,  B02),  the  respective  two 
adjacent  decoding  circuits  not  producing  active 
evel  of  output  signals  simultaneously,  a  plurality  25 
jf  sets  of  driving  transistors  (Q1011—  Q1014, 
21021—  Q1  024),  each  set  of  said  driving  tran- 
sistors  (e.g.  Q1011—  Q1014)  being  controlled  to 
:he  output  signal  of  associated  one  (B01)  of  said 
decoding  circuits  and  assigned  to  a  part  of  word  30 
ines,  each  transistor  of  said  each  set  of  driving 
transistors  (Q1011—  Q1014)  coupled  between  one 
of  said  selection  terminals  and  one  of  said  part  of 
word  lines,  and  means  for  operatively  supplying 
one  of  said  selection  terminals  ((j>A1—  o>A4)  with  a  35 
selection  signal,  characterized  in  that  the  word 
lines  in  said  part  of  word  lines  (WL011—  WL014) 
are  not  adjacent  to  each  other. 

2.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 
in  claim  1,  characterized  in  that  one  part  of  word  40 
lines  (WL011—  WL014)  associated  to  one  decod- 
ing  circuit  (B01)  and  another  part  of  word  lines 
(WL021—  WL024)  associated  to  another  decoding 
circuit  (B02)  adjacent  to  said  one  decoding  circuit 
(B01)  are  alternately  arranged  in  parallel.  45 

3.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 
in  claim  1,  characterized  in  that  said  word  lines 
and  said  decoding  circuits  (B01,  B02,  B11,  B12) 
are  arranged  on  a  plurality  of  memory  arrays  and 
one  of  said  decoding  circuits  in  the  respective  so 
memory  arrays  produces  the  active  level  of  out- 
put  signal  simultaneously. 

4.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 
in  claim  1,  characterized  in  that  a  plurality  of 
transfer  gates  (Q2011—  Q2014,  Q2021—  Q2024)  55 
are  provided  between  gates  of  said  drive  tran- 
sistors  and  the  output  terminals  of  said  decoding 
circuits. 

5.  A  semiconductor  memroy  device  as  claimed 
in  claim  2,  characterized  in  that  the  respective  eo 
drive  transistors  (e.g.,  Q1011,  Q1021)  coupled  to 
the  adjacent  two  word  lines  (WL011,  WL021)  are 
coupled  to  the  same  selection  terminal  (cpA1). 

6.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 
in  claim  2,  characterized  in  that  each  of  said  65 

BUUUlliy  wll  wUIL  II  ll,IUUCQ  a  I«WI  1  \L*v  1,  «w«-/  >  www.. 
ig  address  signals  (Ai/Al). 
7.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 

1  claim  3,  characterized  in  that  a  plurality  of 
election  lines  coupled  to  said  selection  terminals 
re  provided  in  common  to  said  plurality  of 
lemory  arrays. 
8.  A  semiconductor  memory  device  as  claimed 

i  claim  3,  characterized  in  that  said  plurality  of 
lemory  arrays  operate  in  parallel. 

'atentanspriiche 

1.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  mit  einer  Viel- 
ahl  von  Wortleitungen  (WL011—  WL014, 
VL021—  WL024),  einer  Vielzahl  von  Bitleitungen 
PL011),  einer  Vielzahl  von  Speicherzellen  (QM, 
;M),  die  an  die  Wortleitungen  und  die  Bitleitun- 
jen  gekoppelt  sind,  einer  Vielzahl  von  Wahlan- 
;chlussen  (<t>A1—  cf>A4),  einer  Vielzahl  von  Deko- 
iierschaltungen  (B01,  B02),  wobei  die  zwei 
eweils  benachbarten  Dekodierschaltungen  nicht 
jleichzeitig  einen  aktiven  Pegel  von  den  Aus- 
jangssignalen  erzeugen,  einer  Vielzahl  von  Sat- 
:en  von  Treibertransistoren  (Q1011—  Q1014, 
21021—  Q1  024),  wobei  jeder  Satz  von  Treiber- 
ransistoren  (z.B.  Q1011—  Q1014)  durch  das  Aus- 
jangssignal  der  angeschlossenen  (B01)  Dekodier- 
schaitung  gesteuert  und  einem  Teil  der  Wortlei- 
:ungen  zugeordnet  wird,  wobei  jeder  Transistor 
edes  Satzes  von  Treibertransistoren 
;Q1011—  Q1014)  zwischen  einem  der  Wahlan- 
schlusse  und  einer  der  Wortleitungen  in  dem  Teil 
gekoppelt  ist,  und  mit  Mitteln  zum  betriebsfahi- 
gen  Versorgen  eines  der  Wahlanschliisse 
(cj)A1—  <]>A4)  mit  einem  Wahlsignal,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  dalS  die  Wortleitungen  in  dem 
Teil  der  Wortleitungen  (WL011—  WL014)  nicht 
benachbart  zueinander  sind. 

2.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dafS  ein  Teil 
der  Wortleitungen  (WL01  1—  WL014),  der  mit  einer 
Dekodierschaitung  (B01)  verbunden  ist  und  ein 
andererTeil  der  Wortleitungen  (WL021—  WL024), 
der  mit  einer  anderen  Dekodierschaitung  (B02) 
verbunden  ist,  die  der  einen  Dekodierschaitung 
(B01)  benachbart  ist,  abwechselnd  parallel  ange- 
ordnet  sind. 

3.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dalS  die 
Wortleitungen  und  die  Dekodierschaltungen  (B01, 
B02,  B11,  B12)  auf  einer  Vielzahl  von  Speicherfel- 
dern  angeordnet  sind  und  eine  der  Dekodierschal- 
tungen  in  den  jeweiligen  Speicherfeldern  den 
aktiven  Pegel  des  Ausgangssignals  gleichzeitig 
erzeugt. 

4.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daft  eine 
Vielzahl  von  Ubertragungsgattern 
(Q2011—  Q2014,  Q2021—  Q2024)  zwischen  Gat- 
tern  der  Treibertransistoren  und  den  Ausgangs- 
anschliissen  der  Dekodierschaltungen  vorgese- 
hen  sind. 

5.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  2,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dalS  die 
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ieweiligen  Treibertransistoren  (z.B.  Q1011, 
Q1021),  die  mit  den  benachbarten  zwei  Wortlei- 
tungen  (WL011,  WL021)  gekoppelt  sind,  an  den 
gleichen  Wahlanschluft  (c{>A1)  gekoppelt  sind. 

6.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  2,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daft  jede 
der  Dekodierschaltungen  ein_N0R  (B01,  B02) 
jmfaftt,  das  Adressignale  (Ai/Ai)  erhalt. 

7.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  3,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daft  eine 
Vielzahl  von  Wahlleitungen,  die  an  die  Wahlen- 
schliisse  gekoppelt  sind,  gemeinsam  fur  die 
Vielzahl  von  Speicherfeldern  vorgesehen  sind. 

8.  Halbleiterspeichervorrichtung  nach 
Anspruch  3,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daft  die 
Vielzahl  von  Speicherfeldern  parallel  arbeiten. 

Revendications 

1.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
comprenant  une  multitude  de  lignes  de  mots 
(WL011—  WL014,  WL021—  WL024),  une  multi- 
tude  de  lignes  de  bits  (BL011),  une  multitude 
de  cellules-memoires  (QM,  CM),  complees  aux 
lignes  de  mots  et  aux  lignes  de  bits,  une  multi- 
tude  de  bornes  de  selection  ((J>A1  —  cpA2),  une 
multitude  de  circuits  de  decodage  (B01,  B02), 
les  deux  circuits  adjacents  respectifs  de  deco- 
dage  ne  produisant  aucun  niveau  actif  des 
signaux  de  sortie  simultanement,  une  multitude 
de  jeux  de  transistors  de  commande 
(Q1011—  Q1014,  Q1021—  Q1024),  chaque  jeu  de 
transistors  de  commande  (par  exemple 
(Q1011  —  Q1014)  etant  commande  par  le  signal 
de  sortie  d'un  circuit  associe  (B01)  parmi  les 
circuits  de  decodage  et  affecte  a  une  partie  des 
lignes  de  mois,  chaque  transistor  de  chaque  jeu 
de  transistors  de  commande  (Q1011  —  Q1014) 
couples  entre  I'une  des  bornes  de  selection  et 
I'une  de  ladite  partie  des  lignes  de  mots,  et  un 
moyen  pour  fournir  fonctionnellement  a  I'une 
des  bornes  de  selection  ($A1—  $A4)  un  signal 
de  selection,  caracterise  en  ce  que  les  lignes  de 
mots  dans  ladite  partie  des  lignes  de  mots 
(WL011  —  WL014)  ne  sont  pas  contigues  les 
unes  de  autres. 

2.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
selon  la  revendication  1,  caracterise  en  ce 
qu'une  partie  des  lignes  de  mots 
(WL011—  WL014)  associees  a  un  circuit  de 

s  decodage  (B01)  et  une  autre  partie  des  lignes 
de  mots  (WL021—  -WL024)  associees  a  un  autre 
circuit  de  decodage  (B02)  contigu  audit  circuit 
de  decodage  (B01)  sont  agencees  alternative- 
ment  en  parallele. 

10  3.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
selon  la  revendication  1,  caracterise  en  ce  que 
les  lignes  de  mots  et  les  circuits  de  decodage 
(B01,  B02,  B11,  B12)  sont  disposes  sur  une 
multitude  de  reseaux  de  memoires  et  I'un  des 

w  circuits  de  decodage  dans  les  reseaux  respec- 
tifs  de  memoires  produit  le  niveau  actif  du 
signal  de  sortie  simultanement. 

4.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
selon  la  revendication  1,  caracterise  en  ce 

20  qu'une  multitude  de  grilles  de  transfert 
(Q2011—  Q2014,  Q2021—  Q2024)  sont  prevues 
entre  les  grilles  des  transistors  de  commande 
et  les  bornes  de  sortie  des  circuits  de  deco- 
dage. 

25  5.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
selon  la  revendication  2,  caracterise  en  ce  que 
les  transistors  respectifs  de  commande  (par 
exemple  Q1011,  Q1021)  couples  aux  deux 
lignes  de  mots  contigues  (WL011,  WL021)  sont 

30  relies  a  la  meme  borne  de  selection  ($A1). 
6.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 

selon  la  revendication  2,  caracterise  en  ce  que 
chacun  des  circuits  de  decodage  comporte  une 
porte  NON  OU  (B01,  B02)  recevant  des  signaux 

35  d'adresse  (Ai/Ai). 
7.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 

selon  la  revendication  3,  caracterise  en  ce 
qu'une  multitude  de  lignes  de  selection  reliees 
aux  bornes  de  selection  sont  prevues  en  com- 

40  mun  pour  la  multitude  -  de  reseaux  de 
memoires. 

8.  Dispositif  de  memoire  a  semi-conducteur 
selon  la  revendication  3,  caracterise  en  ce  que 
le  multitude  de  reseaux  de  memoires  fonc- 

45  tionne  en  parallele. 
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